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Indians threaten
cease-fire end
WOUNDED KNEE. S.D <APi-The
Indians holding Wounded Knee
treatened to call of( their cease-fire
with federal marshals last night unless
the Interior Department intervenes
immediately in a tribal dispute among
the Uglala Sioux
Lawyers representing the 200 Indians
who seized Wounded Knee a week ago
held brief talks with an Interior
Department official and said there
must be an immediate suspension of
the tribal constitution and a
referendum to hold new elections
American Indian Movement |A1M'
leaders in Wounded Knee demand the
immediate removal from office of
Richard Wilson, president of the 13.000member tribe
THEY ALSO want protection from
what they allege will be Wilson's
strong-arm tactics against persons involved in the Wounded Knee action
Charles G Soller. an Interior spokesman, said the commissioner of Indian
affairs would not go to Wounded Knee
until the village is abandoned by the
militants and the incident ended
Raymon Houbideaux. the AIM
negotiator told Soller. Asking them,
to lay down their arms is asking them
tecommil suicide
Vernon Long a tribal civil rights
leader told Soller. We cannot wait
for two weeks If you can't help us.
we're not going to wait We re going to
get it over today "
SOLLER replied.
I have no
sugestions to alleviate this problem "
I'e told Indian leaders he would confer
with Washington and report back later
Meanwhile Dennis Banks, a leader of
the militant Indians, told his followers
in Wounded Knee. We all know we're
in a war and we re beginning to feel the

first pangs of war-pangs of hunger and
pangs of cold
"We know they're going to try to
starve us out or freeze us out But this
is our kind of war We've been fighting
hunger and cold all our lives '
BANKS WARNED his people things
could get worse
What's most
important is that we are not doing this
for ourselves, but for our children and
our unborn."' Banks said
Since the negotiations began Sunday.
the AIM leaders have been asking for
either White House aides such as
I'enry Kissinger or top Interior
Department officials to come to South
Dakota to meet with them

w

Foggy
mOming

Walking ocrou a fioM through misty, MMH fog
can bring surprises whon something uminrtii
suddenly appear, through tho vest. Tho Stadium

loomod ominously in tho distance as this student
walked to classes early yesterday morning.

Hoyle files elections complaint with SAB
William lloyle. junior IBA.I.
yesterday filed a complaint with the
Student Arbitration Board ISABI
asking it to nullify last week's Student
Body Organization iSBO I elections
Movie, presidential candidate for the
Young Socialist Ticket (YST), is
disputing canvassing regulations in
University housing units
In the Bowling Green Student
Guide, the solicitation policy concerning University bousing units is
defined as prohibiting salesmen' from*
going through the units There is no
mention of political campaigning.'' the
complaint stated
HOYLE SAID he contacted Dr
Richard Eakin. vice provost for
student affairs, about the canvassing
poltcr

This is newsprint,
■<g\n.l^r\i«..^ftnii%>|i|

V

I'e stated that he would instruct all
units to have the hall director or dorm
government decided on the matter Of
course, this decision did not allow
adequate time to finally canvass the
living units before the election.'' the
complaint slated
The complaint said a meeting was
arranged with Dr F.akin with (he
presidential candidates to discuss the
policy
"This meeting was in no way an open
and democratic process The view of
independent candidates, other ticket
candidates and concerned dorm
residents were not expressed as they
were denied entrance The BG News
was also kept out
"This farce of justice decided' that
the election should go on and that the
unfair policy would have tn wait until
1974 for change
"I TOTALLY protested this
undemocratic meeting and its undemo
cratic decision This was not recorded
in the official minutes of the meeting
"The election was also undemocratic
in that candidates could get permission
to canvass in greek housing units The
Student (luide stresses that University
policy applies equally to all housing
units, be they dormitories or
fraternities
"In short. I was specifically told not
to canvass the dorms while at the same
time a contrary policy was being
followed in greek units

The complaint concluded. "The
interests and rights of Bowling (ireen
students have not been served by the
manner in which the SBO campaigns
were controlled by the administration
The presidential candidates of all
the other tickets worked with the
administration to get the election over
with and worry about students'
interests and democracy at a more
convenient time in the future
' It is of critical importance that the

l-'eb 28 SBO elections be nullified and
run democratically l'ow can the Slid
possibly represent the interests oi
students ills purpose I when the
■lection itself has totally ignored the
interest of students?"
RICK SCHULTZ, chief justice of
SAB, said he has received I'oylos
complaint and that investigation will
begin this quarter
I'e said there will probably be a

A "«■*%' m<V ■«»**%' '"d%

Harmless looking, isn't it?
All by itself, this innocuous square of paper hardly seems
important. But every week. 46.000 copies of The BG News plus
thousands of pounds of other newsprint come into Bowling Green.
After the papers are read, they are buried and forgotten. But the pile
of old newsprint will grow until it can no longer be
ignored.
Fortunately, there is a solution. Old newsprint can be recycled and
made into paper products, thus sparing the landscape and trees that
would otherwise have been cut.
The BG News will sponsor the "Save the News" drive Saturday
from noon to 4 p.m. behind Moseley Hall
THE CAMPAIGN was initiated to eliminate a small portion of the
solid waste disposal problem in Bowling Green.
Hopefully, you've collected newspapers all quarter. You bring
them in-we won't be picking up the papers-and we'll take care of
them
The paper is sold to the Electra Manufacturing Corp.. Wauseon and
then recycled into housing insulation Proceeds from the drive will go
to the University Environmental Studies Center for its continuing
research in ecological problems.
So. mark your calendars. This Saturday Noon to 4 p.m. Behind
Moseley Hall. Well be there Will you?

GRADING-'Grading criteria should
be clearly formulated and explained to
each class at the beginning of the
course.
"All work performed by students in
the course should be seriously considered and evaluated; written work
should be returned promptly.
"The instructor should provide
opportunities for review of grades in
order that students may understand the
reasons for particular grades and obtain guidance toward improvement
OFFICE HOURS-" Hours should be
reasonably in quantity, time of day and
campus location.
"Hours should be posted near the
instructor's office and listed with the
appropriate secretary.
"Provision should be made for special appointments wherever hardship
or difficulty arises.
"Scheduled office hours should be
observed conscientiously."
CLASSES-'The instructor should
prepare conscientiously for each class
section.
"The instructor should meet classes
promptly and should.. .dismiss not later
than scheduled time.
"Whenever any change is anticipated
in scheduled time or place of meeting,
the instructor should provide adequate
notice to the class.

"The case deserves consideration-definitely.'1 he said
SchulU said he may make a report on
student elections next quarter I'e said
the report would investigate their
worth, turnout and reasons lor election
disputes
He said the Opinions and Elections
Board, which runs SBO elections
needs additional guidelines.

Academic, athletic aid
should be equal-Senate
By Mary Wey
Stall Reporter
After much debate, the University
Faculty Senate asked yesterday that
the University implement a resolution,
passed May 30.1972, requiring expendi
tures for academic scholarships match
expenditures for athletic scholarships
The Senate moved that the
University Budget Council, the Student
Financial Aids Committee and the sub-

committee on granls in .nil be notified
to put the motion into effect.
It also asked that the Senate
Executive Committee report to the
Senate during the academic year 197374 on any progress toward
implementing the resolution
Dr Michael Doherty. professor ol
psychology, backed the resolution
saying, there is a "lack of concern for
academic excellence" at the
University

Code of ethics outlined
The code of ethics for University
faculty members adopted by Faculty
Senate yesterday states professional
responsibilities to students. University
and colleagues, the faculty member's
discipline and himself.
The code includes these tenets:

public hearing on the case at the
beginning ol spring quarter

"The instructor should provide for
and conscientiously consider valid
means for course evaluation by students.
"The instructor should strive continuously and conscientiously to improve the effectiveness of his
teaching "
TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS"The instructor should make clear in
advance the areas to be covered on any
test or examination.
"He should, by explicit word and
implicit classroom conduct, make
clear to his students what emphasis he
places upon facts or data and what
upon synthesis or thought.
"'It is the instructor's reponsibility to
promote adequate standards of linguistic expression.
"The instructor must...assure during
tests an atmosphere conducive to the
highest standards of honesty ''
COUNSELING AND ADVISING
"...The instructor... has a right and an
obligation to counsel and advise students within his area of competence
"In general, the instructor is obligated to respect each student as a human being, to recognize that he has the
feelings and inadequacies common to
the human condition, and to recognize
that he has both human and civil
rights"
ACCORDING TO the code, a faculty
member has five responsibilities to the
University and his colleagues:
-He must maintain adequate records
of student performance in courses and
of course content and assignments:
-He should try "to maintain and

develop awareness and understanding
of areas impinging upon his own
field:"
-He should serve "on a reasonable
number of committees concerned with
curricular development and general
University governance:"
-He should participate in selection
of new faculty, and in decision on promotion, tenure and other recognitions
of merit."
-He must promote
a general
atmosphere within the University of
respect for knowledge, thought and inquiry;"
WITHIN A FACULTY member's discipline, he must:
-Continue growth within his field
and related areas;
-Share concepts with others through
his teaching, and through creative endeavors, research, and attendance at
and participation in professional associations and meetings
ACCORDING TO the code, a faculty
member's responsibilities to himself
are:
-To seek "to improve his own value
as a teacher and as a citizen.
-To seek "to improve the teachingworking environment within the University structure:"
-To contribute to the education and
development of persons and groups
outside the University proper, in order
to promote improved reciprocal understanding and acceptance of the roles of
education, the University itself, his
own discipline and his profession in
American and world society."

HE SAID the University should be
putting as much money towards
academic scholarships as toward
athletic scholarships
He said passing the resolution may
be an "innovative" incentive to other
state universities to do the same.
Dr. Thomas Anderson, associate professor of geography.asked whether the
dollar amounts ol academic scholar
ships should be raised to meet athletic
scholarships or il athletic scholarships
should be decreased to meet academic
scholarships
It was suggested that the total
amount of dollars set aside for scholarships based on merit be distributed
evenly between the two areas
FINANCIAL AID at the University
for 1972-73 is divided into three areasawards based on merit, awards based
on need and loans
The total amount of aid awarded to
students from these areas was
$2,459,727
Of the $498,343 allotted for awards
based on merit. $328,517 was awarded
to athletic special talent grants
The rest of the money was given to
alumni merit scholarships, book
scholarships, president's achievement
scholarships and special talent granls
in art. music and speech
The Senate also unanimoush
adopted a statement drawn up by Ihe
Ohio Faculty Senate regarding an
instructors prolessional code of
ethics
The Senate moved that Ihe statement
be referred to a committee to make
recommendations to the Senate by the
end of Fall quarter 1973. to insure
implementation of the statement a! Ihe
University
• To 'Code to guard freedoms,'
page seven

Classes
Monday
Classes will be held next Monday.
March 12. a spokesman for the
provost's office said yesterday
Final examinations will be held
next Tuesday. March 13 through
Friday. March 16

y
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no concessions implied

impoundments

By William F.Buckley Jr.
Sen Sam Ervin il) North Carolina) has introduced a bill that
would require all presidential impoundments to be referred to
Congress
Impoundment is the process by which the President withholds
or reduces the amount of the appropriation passed and signed
into law by Congress
Article

I

in the Constitution gives Congress the power to

appropriate funds I'nder Article II the President must faithfully
execute the laws
While past Presidents have not followed the Constitution to the
Idler since Congress is often not precise in its appropriations
language,

nor

overly

concerned

with

past

impoundments--

President Nixon has flagrantly held back between $12 and $15
billion in fiscal 197.1 alone-an all-time high
Nixon

has

impounded

more

than

$8

billion

already

appropriated by Congress in fiscal 1974 and has refused to use
another $ti billion in contract authorization

There are mixed feelings, to say the
least,
concerning
the
proposed
economic aid in North Vietnam by the
United States
Hanoi looselj calls it reparations.'
thereby giving aid and comfort to those
in this country. who viewing it as such,
are opposed to il Reparations alter all
Signify one ol iwn (hint's either the
acceptance ol a moral debt or, in the
absence ol
a morally completed
lormula. the acceplanceol deieat.
\ countr) can pay reparations-as it
is universally Imped Israel will do to
Libya in the ease ol the destroyed
airliner no final military point having
heen proven France, after 1870. paid
over huge reparations to the Kaiser's
Germany in simple recognition ol
Prance having lost the war

based primarily on the deteriorated
balance of payments-we cannot, they
Ihunder. increase our economic debt
abroad
This
argument,
though
statistically useful, is defecated, and
will not carry the weight of the
argument in a controversy in which
passions are the primary tender
Those who favor aid to North
Vietnam have got to make the point
Dial we are investing via that aid in a
stability which is otherwise far less
easy to attain, and here is where a
little Yankee ingenuity is in order
There must be a dozen and a hall
ways nt infusing money into North
\ tein.iiii of a sort that will not assist it
in remounting its war of aggression
OBVIOUSLY THE $2 billion in aid
should be channelled towards the
construction of facilities in North

Vietnam which are poof-vulnerable in
the
event
of
North
Vietnamese
treachery
For instance, vast new facilities for
I'aiphong I'arbor combined with a
pledge
not
to
put
anti-aircraft
installations within X number of miles
of such installations this is merely
suggestive
And above all. we should call on
China and the Soviet
Union to
contribute equally not only in North
Vietnam but in South Vietnam
(Granted the likelihood of success
particularly in South Vietnam is slight
still, the cogency of the suggestion
could very well put the Russian and the
Chinese aggressors on a significant
defensive, and that is worth a very
great deal.
WE SHOULD NOT let the subject go

in the United Nations We should keep
it alive through speeches by our
Jl
diplomats
around
the
world.
meetings
of
the
World
B»nk
everywhere
',
Finally, on the moral problem ought
one to help restore the economy of in
aggressive nation, my feeling is UdJ'
the pragmatic point is the principal jnr^
to make Do we advance the cause of
peace and stability by doing so0
The business of making fine entries
in the moral ledger is a very important
thing to do-one which should occupy
and preoccupy our philosophers
But at best the dialectic between the
moral and the practical is vaguely
harmonious,
and
in the
current
situation, we must proceed with stark
reference to the real objective
Mfoshlrsaten Stor-Kme, Feature* Syndicate

Past Presidents have impounded funds in a limited manner,
hul

Nixon

has gone much farther by cutting into domestic

programs he seems to disdain the very programs designed to
help the Vmertean people
In fiscal 1973alone. Nixon has held back:
$4 :i million Irom the Federal Prison System at a time when
even the ( hiel Justice has s|«iken out about prison problems
-i million ilom ihe oiiice oi Education's budget.
SKIfi million from the Model Cities Program (while American
cities continue to die a slow death).
■-SS3 million from the Bureau ol Indian Affairs iwhile the
American Indian continues to sutler probably more than any
other minority group in the country >
-$3 7 million Irom Coward University, the nearly all-black
college

in

Washington

iwhen

the need

for

improved black

education is obvious I
TIIIIC

.in' man) more Congress approved these programs as

deliberate legislative choices, but all were undermined by Nixon
ll is strange

indeed

Dial this is the same man who is overly

anxious in pi.in millions of more American dollars to build a
lasting peace in Vietnam, while problems at home continue to
lake a back seal
Sen

Krvin s

lull

would

allow Congress

to approve each

impoundment 'affirmatively
Nol securing an affirmative vole would mean a mandatory
requirement to spend which supposedly would be binding on the
Executive branch

THOSE

IN

\incrica

who

are

sensitive in ihe implications <>i our
paying reparations are quite rightly
sensitive to the symbolic meaning that
mighi he inferred by the transfer ol
nHnu-v iii North Vietnam
v.e tin nni hv .ins
ans concede any
moral obligation to North Vietnam and
we do not hv any means concede -i
military defeat by North Vietnam
So what is the meaning ol a proposed
economic aid to North Vietnam'' In a
curious way it would have been e,islet
iii swallow having decisively beaten
Nin iii Vietnam
I miei such circumstances u mighl
have heen accepted as work-a day
charity
hv
Hie
victor
for
the
vanquished such as was shown by the
P S
a
generation
age
Inwards
Germany Italy and Japan
BUT WE FIND ourselves now In the
equivocal position we are a power
neithei
humiliated
morally,
nor
defeated by Ihe enemy Nor vanquisher
el the enemy and ycl
they talk
loiiiineh aboul giving North Vietnam
»:' or $:< billion, a huge per capita
mill,iv
.mil huge in us potential
implications
There are those whose opposition is

AGAIN . . T

We fervently hope Sen Ervin's bill will be passed.
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Just whose concert did you review in
Wednesday's BG News' ii started out
BS ,i review ol I.union l.ightlool lull
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review ol John Denver
As we did nol attend I.ightfoot's
concert,
we can i
rightfully
saj
anything .ithmt it it we are correct
vim did .illend or else von couldn't have
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WE DID ATTEND the Denvei
concert however, -iiul we disagree with
vntii statement aboul it
x. mi state thai Denver sel himsell up
.is ,i "prophet el some sort and iti.n
he was not sincere or direct It we
remember correctly, Ihe actual review
ni
Denver's
conccrl
stated
the
opposite
We never tell that Denver was above
it- in .tin vv.tv When he sang ll was as
il lie were singing only Io yon II tli.it
isn't direct. Ill eat mv hat

YOU STATE that Denver was loo
much an entertainer to be believed We
disagree Sure he is an entertainer, but
thai was a help, nol a hindrance I'e
Higgled told jokes, stories, etc to keep
the audience alive and the concert
niov tug
What's wrong with thai" II we had
wanted l" hear song alter song without
slopping we'd have stayed home and
played a record
As to your statement aboul Denver's
playing ol Silent Night,
there was
nothing clever about it It was one of
the most beautiful
beautiful concert

moments

ONE STATEMENT you
puzzled You Stated that
of l.ightlool - music can
even
greater
when

ol

a

made has us
The quality
be seen as
viewed
in

perspective with Denver's concert
then you failed 10 adequately explain
why The reasoning you gave can apply
Io Denvei loo
I'e used his voice his guitar, his
songs and a friend, Dick Kniss on his
bass io accompany him i'e went a

opinion

hearing results in frustration
B> Ethel Green
1.11.-1 Columnist
Frustration is ihe onlv word thai can
describe the trip made bv 26 Howling
[ireen pet sons 10 last Tuesday 1 Equal
'Mights \mcndmenl 1ERA1 hearing in
1 olumbus
I The group comprised ol men and
^women Irom both Ihe University and
the town left Bowling Green at 4 p 111
to assure itsell seats at the 8 pm
^hearing before the State Government

■Committee

; However,
when
we arrived
in
•Columbus a little alter 6 pin
we
• found that the hearing room, which has
»a capacity of aboul 300 persons was
-already jammed with proponents of
'the ERA

*

! WE WERE TOLD we would have to
.Stay in the rotunda and that an
, inlereinii svstem would allow us to

hear the proceedings
We made a slake-out in one corner
and plugged in a coffee pot We sal on
(he floor eating peanuts, reading,
talking waiting lor the hearing Io
begin By 8 p ni . at least 200 people
were crowded into the rotunda
including many small children
Unfortunately, we were not able to
hear much of the proceedings because
the sound system echoed loudly and
many people were talking, mostly
about being unable to testify before the
committee.
Some of our group decided to attend
other hearings and a few went to
I'ouse
Minority
Leader Charles
Kurfess office to ask his support for
the passage of the ERA Those of us
who stayed in the rotunda felt
entombed in confusion that resembled
a bad rock concert

LATER IN THE evening

Kurfess

came down to the rotunda to talk with
the Howling Green group but he gave
us no encouragement thai he would
give his support to (his amendment I'e
expressed his concern thai if the Kit v
were passed women might lose equal
protection in their occupations
After Kurless left, many ol the group
members wandered around Ihe Capitol
Building while others went downtown
to grab a sandwich Some ol us tried to
work
our
way
upstairs
to
the
committee hearing room and .11 10 ;u>
pin. I was finally able to make my
way into the room and hear (he

testimony
The hearing chamber was small
poorly
lil.
and
in my opinion,
unsuitable tor a hearing which the
committee knew in advance would
draw a large crowd
1 was fortunate I was able to hear
one hour of testimony, but many
persons who had come to atlend ihe

hearing and to testify never gol Ihe
Chance to even hear what was going on
NONE OF THE Bowling Green
delegation who had wanted to testify in
favor ot ihe ERA was given the
opportunits.
to
do
so.
and
(he
committee
members
gave
the
impression that they were not in
support of this amendment
As a grand finale to our exciting
evening, the bus we had traveled in
broke down, and we did not return to
BG until 3:30 the next morning
The proceedings of the hearing really
discouraged me and made me even
more cynical of our government.
We are constantly reminded to
participate
in
our
"democratic'
process, yet when we try. we cannot
even get into the room to I'EAR the
proceedings, much less VOICE our
opinions
And
then
government
officials wonder why there is apathy

little farther than Lightfool and related
to the audience in other wavs than

I'e pui on a fantastic show and there's
no shame in that

-inging
Denver is a musician and an
entertainer As l.ightlool did Denver
became .1 friend to all who heard hun
1 with the possible exception of you 1

Barb Can
405 North I'all
Terry I'osle
404 North I'all

wants parking rights
for academic pursuits
l.asl Wednesday night at Ii 30 p in I
drove my car to Ihe Librurx .111 acl
which 1 usually consider routine
Bui (hal night there were two
policemen 1 Campus Security?) and
what looked like an \riuv KOTC
student
1 cadet" 1
armed
with
formidable
red-tipped
flashlights
which they were using to guide" Ihe
traffic past the parking lot entrance
Rolling down my window I asked the
student 1 cadet?I where I should park
Because there was a basketball game
scheduled for 7 30 p in, I thought the
blockade was an attempt to direct
basketball traffic into remote parking
areas, saving the closer lots for students going about their academic business
WHEN I INFORMED the cadet
1 student'' 1 that my business was with
the Library and not the sports event, he
gave me an exceptionally cheerful
reply of behind the Health Center
Why'' 111 had had the time to waste I
would have liked to count the emptyparking places in the Librarv parking
lot.
There were ROW'S of empty spaces,
while the lot behind the Health Center
was practically full.
This is the second time this has
happened to me this quarter Isn't it
bad enough that over 40 per cent of my
general fee payment goes to athletic
related programs'1
ISN'T IT BAD enough that I have no
participation in something I pay over
20 bucks a quarter to support"
I am not an activist or a radical. I'm
a student who expects to use the
facilities he pays for
Since I've never protested against a

part of these facilities which I help
support but do not participate in
1 sports 1. am I asking too much when 1
expect to use the parking facilities for
the
purpose
of
ACADEMIC
PURSUITS" I hope not
Martin Greg Whitney
44Greenview Apts

clarification
As concerned chemistry students, we
feel that some clarification of the
letter written
by the Chemistry
Student Advisory Board on Feb 27.
1973 is needed
The Student Advisory Board was
created by the chemistry department
to obtain students' advice on the
chemistry curriculum The members
are selected by the faculty, not by the
body of chemistry students
Therefore the board does not truly
act "as representatives of chemistry
students."
It should be noted that the opinions
appearing in the letter concerning
funding of intercollegiate athletics are
the opinions of the individuals of the
board and in no way reflect the feelings
of the entire chemistry student body
Steve Mabus
822 Second St Apt B-2
Gary Bonifas

822 Second St Apt B-2
Paul Wilkinson

741 High St. Apt. 3
Steve Cramer
733 Manville Apt. t

W.dn.»d»v,

MM»I
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VC say Saigon at fault

POW release at impasse
SAIGON (API - The Viel
Cong claimed yesterday thai
the United Slates shares responsibility for resolving an
impasse over the exchange
of Vietnamese prisoners and
asked it to intervene with
the Saigon government
In a letter to Maj Uen
Gilbert r1 Woodward, the
senior V S representative to
the four-party Joint Military
Commission, the Viet Cong
accused Saigon of failing to

carry out provisions of the
peace agreement concerning
the release of Vietnamese
civilian and military personnel

paralyzed all of the activities of the four-party Joint
Military Commission "
The Viet Cong appeal to
Washington was disclosed at
about the same time Secretary of State William P
Rogers told Congress he
expected the controversy
over Vietnamese prisoners
to be settled soon
Bui Tin. spokesman for
the North Vietnamese delegation, had said earlier that

THE VIET CONG letter
said this "incorrect attitude
has seriously hindered not
only all projects related to
the release of military and
civilian personnel detained
by the two South Vietnamese parties, but has also

newsnoTes
Pearl Buck dies
DANBY. VI i API - Pearl Buck, the
Nobel and Pulitzer Prize-winning author
and noted China expert, died yesterday,
her private secretary reported She was
80
The author, who wrote 84 books, died
at her home here She underwent gall
bladder surgery last fall
Buck won both the Nobel and Pulitzer
prizes for her most famous book. "The
Good Earth, which detailed the rise to
power of a Chinese peasant.
She received the Pulitzer award in
1931 and became the first American
woman to win the Nobel Prize in 1938

Israeli payments
JERUSALEM iAf*l Israel will pay
$30,000 to every family that lost a breadwinner among the 106 victims of the
Libyan airliner crash, the government
announced yesterday
Between $10,000 and $30,000 will go to
each of the seven survivors, depending
on the degree of injury the statement
said

Kent victim
KENT I All A Kent State University
student fell to his death Wednesday from
the eighth floor of a dormitory, campus
police said

The victim was identified as Kenneth
L May. 21. of Brook Park, a Cleveland
suburb He was a fourth-year architectural student
A university spokesman said Mey was
found on the ground outside McDowell
Hall, the dormitory in which he lived on
the campus

Hanoi s Le Due Tho and U.S.
presidential advisor Henry
A. Kissinger had an understanding that the United
States would do everything
it could to resolve the question of civilian prisoners

THE

Safety devices
COLUMBUS i AIM - The Mouse passed
Wednesday a bill to permit the state to
pay all of the costs of putting up flashing
safely devices or gates at dangerous
railroad crossings
The vote was 78 10 The bill now goes
to the Senate
The proposal touched off more lhar. an
hour of debate in the House, where
members charged the railroads with
falling to live up to their responsibilities

for

The Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese delegations
have vowed to boycott
meetings of the Joint Military Commission and its
subcommission on prisoners
until the dispute over the
number of prisoners to be
exchanged is resolved

Spy satellite
CAPE KENNEDY, Kla i.U'i
A
secret spy satellite to gather data on
Soviet and Communist Chinese military
developments was launched by the Air
Force early yesterday
It was the second secret satellite
launch of its type within three months
As usual, the Air Force placed a secrecylabel on the firing and made no advance
announcement

DEADLINE

repatriation of all US and
Vietnamese military prisoners and prisoners of
other foreign countries as
well as American and
foreign civilian prisoners is
March 28. as set forth in the
Paris agreement

lorced to sit in a cell on a
small wooden stool for days
at a time without sleep
Others were put in stocks
like Pilgrim sinners
After a period of time
they would tell someone
anything they wanted to
hear." anofficial said
THE WAR prisoners

relurned to Clark this week
have discussed life in their
Communist jails
But
military authorities say they
do not want any details of
their story told because they
fear for the 286 Americans
still in captivity
As a result, the scenes
described
bv
mililarv

Four University groups
yesterday presented their
budget requests for next
year to the University budget council, with the Modular Achievement Program
i MAP I asking for the largest increase in funds
Other groups presenting
their budget were the office
of minority affairs, asking a
$110,000 increase, broadcasting services, requesting
about an $81,000 increase,
and the School of Music,
asking for about $26,000 in
new money
Dr
Richard Giardma.
MAP director, presented
three budgets one il the
MAP
program
were

officers remain short on
ilet.nl
In addition to physical
abuse
that
included
beatings, cigarette burns
and suspension from the
ceiling by the hands, the
military sources said many
men spent long periods in
solitary confinement

expanded to MO students
next year; one for 900 students; and another for 200
students, the number en
rolled this year
If 500 students participate
in MAP next year, an add!
tional $125,000 would be
needed, Dr. tliardina said
If 300 students are en
rolled
$101.0011 in now
iiuinev would be needed Insaid A program with 200
students would need HI addi
tional $49,500
Pe said the Carnegie
Foundation grant would sun
ply $58,000 for next year's
program
MAP is composed ot Little
College. Humanities Cluster
College and Science Cluster
College The program would
like to include a new college
next year, the Social
Sciences College I>I Giar
dina said
|)r Winn Stone vice pro
vost for minority affairs,
said he anticipates about
$50,000 in aid from the state
next year.
Ill* Stone is asking for
three new faculty members
four new counselors and
three new clerical positions
II the office is granted the

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.

Bowling Green's Only

1515 E. WOOSTER

2for$1000

PANT PLACE

352-7444

HOURS:
12-5
NOW
LEASING

THESE PANTS WILL REMAIN
2 for $1000, $5" each FOREVER

Huns

To recruit Chicano sin
dents in the University with
nut lowering Ihe black stu
dent population
Pe said he did not know
how many minority students
now receive money from the
I Iniversity
III I Inane Tucker, director ol broadcasting, asked

STADIUM — VU
Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, Roll

Reg. $1.49

Now Only .99

Across From The Football Stadium

Next to Sterling

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
* Special summer rates

Now$6"
Now$5"
Now $5"

20% Off

Oxford House

Barefoot Feeling
The bare essential to carry
you through a summer ol fun
free-feelm' footgear! Just a tad of strap
and a tiny slab of all-leather
sole get you where you're going
in fine-footing form. Try a pair . or two1

434 £ WOOSTER

TRY OUR OWN 30-DAY PLAN

I'u fund :IIHI minority stu
dents per year with University and stale BOpropi I.I

Behind Burger Chef

.the

ByTheR.R. Tracks

l'e said the position lor re
search and development
would allow the office to
limk at its minority pro
grams as they relate to
other minority programs in
the Universitj
Dr Stone said the Office
nt Minority Affairs must
achieve two goals

-Pay for faculty raises
out of its operating budget,
which would cut that budget
by about $340 per cent
It was reported yesterday
that Dr John Kiiksen. dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences, has asked for a
$4:12000 increase for his
college next year
I>r l-.iiksen said yesterday he was trying to suggest the actual needs of the
College of Arts and
Sciences "
l.'e also presented a
second budget request with
an increase of $207,250 This
budget would include money
for new equipment, faculty
pay raises and faculty
salary inequities It would
not cover additional funds
needed to create new faculty
and civil service positions
and replacement of faculty
members

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

CHECK THESE OTHER GREAT DEALS
Cords - Reg. $14
Knit Sweaters ■ Reg. $13
Flannel Shirts - Reg. $8
Select Outerwear

other departments

IM-IS

RIB EYE STEAK DINNER

THERE WILL ALWAYS BE A
GREAT SELECTION

1.
2.
3.
4.

l'e said the lull tune
faculty
members
would
teach about hall ol their
courses in the ethnic studies
department and the rest in

$2ti.000 in new funds to cover
the tour per cent pay raises
for faculty members next
vcai
He said it the University
dees net absorb Hie pay increase the School of Music
would have two choices
Kite three faculty mem-

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSC0MPLETELY FURNISHED

Reg. Priced From 8°° to 18°°

•

Stone said

lor an increase of $81,038 for
broadcasting services
\bout $72,000 was asked
for the temporary employment, equipment
and
supplies for WBGU-TVs
five veal plan to switch
from black-and-white to
coioi programming
l)r Tucker said the new
money was needed for the
Increased costs of mam
laming color equipment,
rent lor additional evening
programs, production of
additional Instructional and
evening public television
programs and expanded
public Information pro
grams
Also Included was a re
quest for a University grant
toward a COloi \ iclcolapc ie
corder and temporary new
employment to increase
local
Instructional
and
evening public television
productions,
l)i Tucker's hudgel calls
lor two new employees l'e
said only six people have
been hired since 1961 and all
were hired without University money
Dr Hubert I'ohn assistant director of the School ol
Music, asked for about

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

CALL

$

three new faculty positions,
two would be full time
instructors and one person
would be used lor research
and development of the
minority affairs office. Or

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED

MODEL SUITE

WE HAVE A SELECT GROUP
OF SLACKS & DENIMS
$

Behind
the scene

MAP asks funding increase

POWs describe torture
CLARK
AIR
BASE.
Philippines i APi - Most
\meriean war prisoners
who signed antiwar statements during captivity did
so under extreme duress or
because ol torture, military
informants s.nd yesterday
In one case they reported,
an American prisoner was

N»wiphoto by forl tUitt
Dr. Brian! Hamor lee, assistant professor of speech, works with wood and a
router while constructing scenery for 'Streetcar Named Desire.' Th* play opens
tonight at 9 in the Joe E. Brown Theatre.

masier charge

$7.99
Mon.-Fn. 11-9
S tlM

'

^___

Stadium P\at»
Center.

• Practically on campus - 2 minute walk
• All new modern and furnished
• Plenty of free parking
• Cable TV
• Gas hot water heat & air conditioning
• Twenty business locations at your fingertips
• Communications system between apartment
and front door
• A location that requires no car

OFFICE

352-7365

530V4 E. WOOSTER (rear up)

352-8033

Over Student Book Exchange

352-9302

$.<'•"sftae
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Sororities planning rush

;f$fc=

University's
:;"<50jrilies will hold their
','•'. spO<K rush activities during
;;J- (hC 'irsl half "' sprtnj!

activities to discuss greek
life with current sorority
members
The first rush parties will
beheld April I-3 Attendance
is mandatory for all women
going through ruih
During the first parties
interested women meet with
members of each sorority on

\|^33P

iW Preliminary meolinRs for
Xrujfc began Monday wiih a
:';»*Or(Ireek Pour allowing
/'women
interesled in
v participating in the

campus in
houses

their sorority

THE SECOND parties
scheduled for April 7-18. will
be less formal than the first
parties and will give women
extra oppoitunities to learn
more about the sororities in
which thev are interested

srCity to hire architect
SBwIIni Ortcn City Coun-

departments, thus providing
better service for city resi
dents
I'e said construction of
such I building would
consolidate electric, water
and street operations into
one area thereby providing
for the joint use of equipment and space, improved
coordination of city opera-

cTLMonday night agreed to
hftX an architect to study
plaU to i (instruct a new city
services building on Kast
I'oe^Road
Wesley K I'oflman city
salely-scrvices
director
said the new building would
be a step toward consolidating city services and

Fraternity council
ejects new officers
Miles, junior iKd i
ol
Kappa Alpha
I'si
vice
president ol internal affairs.
Mike Wilcox junior ill A I.
of Phi Delta Theta. vice
president ol rush, .lames
Schindler. junior iB.A. I. ol
I'hi Kappa Psi. secretary,
and Dick Schullz. junior
iH.A I. ol Sigma Nu.
treasurer

3Qke Curtis,
junior
lj A i
« .i - elected
prgjjdem ot Interfratemlty
r.ijmcil i IPO Monday
night
Curtis
a member "i
Signia Tin Kpsilon. has
served
on
Student
Arbitration Hoard and is
chid just »c of Traffic
Court
Also elected were Paul

All will serve one vear

lions and centralized dispatching of all city vehicles.
HE ALSO SAID the
building, which is expected
to cost $900,000. will
improve the city's image
Construction is slated to
begin in 1974
In other action. Council
was told by the city that
parking on Kast Wooster
Street between Iturger Chel
and Manville Avenue will be
discontinued because of the
high accident rate in that
area
Mayor Charles K Hartlett
told Council that businesses
along that portion of the
street have been sent letters
explaining the city intends to
build a curb where the
parking areas now exist
Pe said the action is an
attempt to lower the accident rale caused by cars
kicking out of parking
places nun traffic on
Wooster Street. There have
been five reported accidents
in thai area so far this year,
he said

Third, or preferences,
parties will be held April 2426 to give women a last look
at the sororities in which
they have expressed special
interest.
Women will be informed
after the third parties which
sororities have accepted
them
"Even if you aren't sure
you want to pledge, going
through rush is a valuable
experience." said Diane
Anderson, a rush counselor.
Rush registration will
continue until
Monday.
March 12 from 9 a.m. to
noon and l-S pm in the
Panhellenic Office. 440
Student Services Bldg

Spring
fever

Jim data, left, mm
literally crawling out of
days ftp cam* altar OJOM

ERA opponents attend hearing
COLUMBUS i AIM Sign
carrying women against the
women's equal rights
amendment IKRAI showed
up early last nighl for the
final hearing on Ihe proposal
by the I'misc Stale licivern-

that the hearing room,
which holds about 300.
including standees, would
overflow for the fourth
Tuesday night in a row

PREVIOUS

Michael Del Bane (D-56
Pubbardi. accepted written
testimony from those who
couldn't testify and said the
committee will be given a
week or two to study it
before a vote is taken

ment Committee

three hearings, two of which
were for proponents, overflow crowds of up to :HMI
-imid in halls and in the
Statehouse rotunda to listen
nn loudspeakers.
Committee
Chairman

The proposed U.S
Constitutional amendment
to prohibit discrimination on
the basis of sex has
attracted more public
witnesses to the capitol than

At least SO had taken seats
in the committee room a full
three and one-half hours
before the meeting was to
gel under way at 8 pm
There was no . question

AT

THE

:•:

FINALS GOT YA
BURIED??
Take a cram break
at the FALCON PIZZA
-Free Pepsi or Coffee—
with any Pizza or Sub
order at the FALCON
From 1:00 A.M. till 4.00 A.M.
Sunday thru Thursday

•.;

-■'.

352-1215
FREE DELIVERY
TILL 4:00 A.M.
DURING FINALS

7ALCON
\ PIZZA

SRQGHETTI
IGNITE 99^

any other issue in recent
years.
Ratification by Ohio was
doubtful at best, at least this
year.
Twenty-eight states had
ratified the amendment as

of Tuesday with 10 more
needed for the required
three-fourths of the states
However 11 had rejected the
amendment and only two
more were needed in that
column to put the issue to
rest for this year

Lecturer to speak
on science, neglect
Dr. Joseph Paberer. director of the Purdue University
program in science and public policy, will speak at 1 and 7
p.m. Thursday.
A native of Germany with a PhD from the University of
California at Berkeley, Dr Paberer will discuss "Science
and Benign Neglect'' at 1 pm in 403 Moseley Pall. Pe will
hold a seminar at 7 p.m. in the Perry-Ooghan Room, Union
The discussions, sponsored by the department of political
science, are free and open to the public

Spdglitttt

Antf qdrC/CMOct

5-9p.m. at PAGLIAI'S looi S

fan

Do you want
to go to

NASSAU?

NOT GOOD
FOR
DELIVERY

Debbie Cappy

HEY
PODNERS!

Kathy Baker
Denise Burrows
Peggy Byerly
Kathy Cain
Ann Clark
Sharon Clark
Evelyn Dombrowski
Debbie Elgin
Sharon Flory

Carol Frederick
Sue Hocking
Pam Keever
Fran Leifheit
Connie Morgan
Susy Petersen
Pat Pivonka
Debbie Pringle
Bette Woodruff

Tell us-Now!!
March 16-23 UA0

TONIGHT -

Winkleman's Spring
Style Show!

Congratulations to our new

Wednesday is
Dollar Day
s

1/4 lb. Western

CHEESEBURGER PLATTER
(cole slaw & french fries)

and a Coke®
Reg. $1.25

" °

n.oo

Gamma Phi Beta
ACTIVES!
\\\\\\«\\

Winthrop Terrace South
Special
Until March 9, 1973 we are
offering a two bedroom - two full
bath furnished apt. for three people at the same price as a two
bedroom one bath apt.

>3

Roy Rogers
1
Restaurant

Office at 400 Napoleon Rd.
300 E. Wooster

GET
PSYCHED!

Open 9-8 P.M. Mon.-Thurs. 9-5 Fri. and from 10-3 Sat.
PHONE 352-9135
»\N X S N \ \\*\\\\SX\>>\S

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
LEASING SEPT. 15th
JUNE 15th
Apts at 14 70 8, 1490 Cough St
S65 Each Student
Apt 824 6th St S55 Each Student
.■■"■'■

'

:

'.'

Leasing June I'jth to Septembei 15th
SI 3D 00 pei moiUh

NEWLOVE REALTY
328 South Main St.
Phone 353 7381

Wednesday, Morch 7. 1973, Th. MO Ntwi Poo. 5

'Where Thrifty Shopping is a Pleasure"

\\K\ , SIIOITKKS! CIIKCk THKSK \ AUKS GALORK

Great Scot

SWEET & LOW

RHODES FROZEN WHITE

wtAU

OAcH WHIPPED
DOUGH... 2^ OS
TOPPING
CITRUS

R

Hl-C DRINKS

PRICES GOOD THRU MAR. 11. 1973
WE RESERVE QU» WTITY RIGHTS

ROYAl SCOT

COOLER

c

,60z28
. »

30319c

c

MARGARINE

17

GREEN BEANS

I'M*

■%■%•

SIAWAT

SLICED BEETS

22c

HEALTH ft BEAUTY AIDS

FRESHLIKE FRENCH STYLE

PORK ft BEANS

c

„ 25

,M 6/$1

GARDEN PEAS
HEINZ

v.
NO. 1

c

22
_

CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP 18C

THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT!

C

50C,39
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Indo-American
conference set

Women

l»a Foidkk, sophomore ( AAS). provides an even match for her classmate and
toam opponenl Tho two other girls enrolled in the class are Linda Patten and

Icing if

Juno Boudreau both sophomores in education.

Women hit pucks, too!
' IMkhelle Hayes, sophomore (A*S), one of four
' '• Women enrolled in a previously all-male ice hockey
class, chats with one of her classmates.

Classifieds
get results

When
four
sophomore
women signed up lor what
was previously an all-men's
Ice
hockey
class.
Ihey
weren't sure what to expect
Hut after the first few
weeks of class, all four
women agree they were receiving fair treatment in the
( .1111 so
Michelle I'ayes. sophomore IA&SI. said she and
her three female classmates
may have established a
first '
"To my knowledge, this is
the first time a girl has ever
been allowed to enter an all-

Congratulations to the New
73-74 Ski Club Officers:

boys IJPE (health and physical educ.ition ■ class.'' she

said.
HAYES
AND
Linda
fatten, sophomore (Ed.),
received
permission
to
enroll in the class from Dr
Samuel Cooper, chairman of
the health and physical education department
The other women are June
Boudreau. sophomore i Kd. i.
and Lisa Kosdick. sophomore I A&S i
All four women said they
signed up for the course because they wanted to learn

PHI KAPPA PS)
OPEN HOUSE

President:
Dave Murphy
Vice President:
Rich Kaplan
Treasurer:
Debbie Reinback
Recording Secretary:
Dayle Deardorf
Corresponding Secretary: Jenny McGee
Organizational Meeting Wed. Night

to play ice hockey.
Hut Hayes added women's
liberation also influenced
her decision
"I feel that if anybody
wants to learn to play hockey, boys or girls, they
should be able to. she said
QlCil Shirton. former Falcon hockey defenseman and
last year's team captain, is
(he instructor for the class
which meets Monday and
Wednesday aflernoons at the
Ice Arena.
There have
been
no
problems."
Shirton said
At lirst the boys smiled
when the girls came out on
the ice. but there hasn't
been any trouble "
11(11 DHKAl said the fust

— March 9 \6=00 and 10:00

Sale Irom Wed. to Saturday

3000 pair of Earrings

TONIGHT—7 to 9 P.M.

// a pair
Buy 3 pair get 1 pair FREE
Sterling Rings l1.39 each
10 4 Weekdays - 11-5 Saturday

The Cocoanuts

Starring Marx Bros.

o Ort0o<,o°00o0o0o0o0o0 o°o o

8:00 - Son of Flubber

Sat.

— March 10\6=00 and 10:00
The Absent Minded Professor
^8:00 - Son of Flubber
210 Math-Sciences
Free with Student I.D.
o

°Vo0ooooo0o0oV o

CUl TURAL BOOST PRESENTS
a

Concert at Early Eve

TWO AFTERNOON

MONDAY-MARCH 12. 1973
from 7:00-9:00 P.M.

sions
will
run
simultaneously
from
2 30-4 30
p.m. in the Pink and White
Dogwood Rooms
P l.al. visiting professor
at Albion College, will discuss contemporary Indian
literature in the Pink Dogwood Suite Dr Howard L.
McCord.
professor
of
English, will moderate the
discussion

11 A.M.-2 P.M.

Luncheon Special for
Faculty — Staff — Students
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

Congratulations On Winning
CCHA Play-offs

- GOOD LUCK SENIORS Chuck, Gordie, Pete & Terry
We enjoyed supporting the
team and look forward to
next year's Hockey season

Apartments Available
2 bedroom Apt.
Fully Carpeted
Air-conditioned
Laundry Facilities
9 Month Lease
'175 Mo. plus electricity

12 Month Lease

Wednesday
Combo or Ham & Cheese Sub

Tickets available at 405 Student Services

155 Mo. plus electricity

803-815 Eighth St.

Ph. 3520717
352-7660

NOW $1.19

Thursday
Steak Special Sandwich

makes some people feel like this chap.
Lent wasn't intended to do this
i he true purpose of Lent is to show people whit kind of a God they
worship or can
So please don't frown or grump when you are invited to a Lenten
service

With Toss Salad & Soft Drink
REG. $1.55

Just consider Lent as an invitation te'fM la know the serious side
ot God's love for you in Christ.

NOW $1.19

Friday

And believe me. it's a sincere invitation...oftered in love from the
One Who occupied the center of the some |ust below

—for 2 people—

One item 11" Pizza
Mid—week Lenten Vespers
University Lutheran Chapel
6:30 P.M. Wed. Evenings
March 7
March 14

$

Soft Drink
REG. $1.45

LENT...

Ohio legislators have announced the establishment
of a Legislative Public Information Office in the
Statehouse. Columbus
Citizens can call 800-2820523 to inquire about House
and Senate agendas, committee schedules; current
status of legislation, legislator's addresses, telephone
numbers and districts

BGSU RINKRATS ROAR:

IN ANDERSON ARENA
Cultutal Boost Members Free - Non-members
$1.00

ses-

for Fall Lease
353-8881 a 353-8891

HARRY CHAPIN

He has conducted research for the Planning
Commission of the government of India for a project
surveying
labor
market
conditions in Ahmedabad
The conference, sponsored
by the Asian Studies Com
mitlee. is free and open to
the public Questions from
the audience will be an
swered
after
each
discussion

Ohio info

Transition."

a

STARRING

Dr. V. N Khshnan. assistant professor of economics,
will discuss foreign aid in
India's economic development in the White Dogwood
Room
His talk will be
moderated by Dr Charles
R. Chittle. assistant professor of economics.
Lai is a Sanskrit scholar,
translator and poet
Dr Knshnan received his
masters and law degree
from
the
University of
Madras in India, and his doctorate in economics from
Michigan State University

WILLIAMS PURPLE MUSHROOM

UAO Campus Flicks

Fri.

day ol class was "really
weird "
The boys all came up and
asked us what we were
doing here, and then they
went away snickering. Hey.
some chicks have signed up
for this course'.'' she said
Kosdick said she thought
the men may have believed
at first that the women
would hold them back
However, all members of
the class are actively participating
in
scrimmages
Two women are usually
assigned to each team
The women said they think
they will have some effect
on future hockey classes and
predicted more women will
sign up for the course next
quarter

A talk entitled
IndoAmencan Relations in the
Seventies'' will highlight a
day-long conference on India
Friday, March 9. in the University Union.
Dr Norman D Palmer,
professor of political science
at the University of Pennsylvania, will be the keynote
speaker at 10 a m in the
Dogwood Suite
Dr. Gary R. Hess, professor
of
history
will
comment on the lecture with
Dr Edward I-te Chen, associate professor of history,
serving as moderator
Dr. Palmer was in India
during
the Bangladesh
conflict and has been a
visiting professor at the
American
University
in
Cairo. Delhi University and
Bombay University
He has authored or coauthored 12 books.including
"South Asia and United
States Policy.
"The Indian
Political
System"
and
International
Relations:
The World Community in

mAmr

"AH

Two salads & two soft drinks
REG. $2.70

NOW $2.39

Please cal in Specials 1 hr. ahead
of time to insure 20 min. service

wKiuwinuraT

Appoorina at Toledo Sport* Arena

Bobby Womack
SAT MARCH 111 P.M. TICKETS 54 M ADVANCE Si AT DOOR
Ml MATS MK*V» TICHTS AVAHAME AT MUM TUH1A TKUT.
m» MUSIC Mill AH. MM •MMftlf MAIL MASMK AMITMNM.
MVf lATMMl MA* »IOe III Ml CIIY TAPE & M At-WAann.
mm new MWUM MM A mm wu m. MI iwi
Ticket, available at F,naV» Records,

Wednesday. March 7, 1973, Th.BGN«wi/P.»«r '-

Cluster College: an alternative

Students 'learn through doing'
Editor'! Nolf
The
(ollowlid it lac lecoad la a
fear-tart series M the
clailcr approach la college
educathM. Pan Three wUI
be •abllsaed tomorrow.
By Judi Kline
Take
105
students,
thoroughly
blend
with
classes, special projects and
cultural events season with
instructors from six different disciplines, simmer
for one quarter in a coeducational living unit and what
do you have"
The humanities Cluster
College
Participants in this year's
Cluster College are divided
into classes or clans to
study art classics literature music, philosophy and
theater
TWO WEEKS are devoted
to each of five topics-perception and perspective
values doing growth and
meaning Kach clan movei
I rum professor to protesso:
to study the topic from the
viewpoint of each of the six
disciplines
Students investigate the
humanities through creative
project! that let them learn
through doing rather than
studying
During the
quarter they complete one
major project and four miniprojects
Cast projects have included sketch books a photo
essay of the Cluster College,
electronic music and song
composition
The entire cluster attends
pUyi concerts interculture
lectures, movies and similar
events

The Cluster College was
initiated last year after a
year-long study by Dr
Richard Carpenter, professor of English. Dr Robert
Goodwin professor of philosophy, and other faculty
members
They studied several fouryear cluster programs at
other schools, but decided on
the quarter concept for this
University

acquainted with nine professors "That's more than
most students know in four
years." she said
Dan Martin, freshman
(A&Si. said he likes living
and holding classes in a dormitory "I like seeing all the
people in classes everyday." he said
Shern Childers. freshman
IA&SI. said she likes the
way each class or discipline
relates to the others
She said it is a "good idea
to have a small classroom
setting" because there is a
closer relationship between
professors and students

DR. CARPENTER said
the BCiSl' cluster is "closer
to a university within a university and is an option, not
a replacement
A four-year program
detaches a student from the
university, exposing him to
small college experiences,
but not to those of a large
university, he said

"I like it because I'll get
most of my group require
ments out of the way at one
time." she said
Childers was in MAP. but
she said she doesn't think
she will participate in next
quarter's science cluster

Objectives for the Cluster
College were to provide an
option for the humanities
group requirement in the
College of Arts and Sciences
and to make practical use ol
.1 residence hall for both
living and learning
The college has since been
joined to the Modular
Achievement
Program
[MAP), designed to move
students through college at
their own pace
Students in this year's program seem optimistic about
the cluster approach to
learning
Michelle Caller. Ireshman
i Ed I. described the college
.is the perfect educational
set-up
"YOU LEARN what vou
want to learn when you want
to." she said
Caller who is in MAP
said she has become

RICHARD KASCH. fresh
man i A&S >. said the Cluster
College is a "great program" because it is a
"learning experience in the
dormitory and classes are so
much more relaxed "
Ce said it is easier to schedule classes for the quarter
"because you just put down
Cluster ' "
Cirades
are
not
emphasized in the cluster
"Ordinarily, the motivating factor for students in
more traditional work is a
grade." Or Goodwin said
"We downgrade, not eliminate, the grade as a motivating factor We substitute
things
"The very notion of
cluster for academic purposes is one factor Integration between students and

Stuck With A Partial Schedule?
OPENINGS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE

SCIENCE CLUSTER COLLEGE
If you still need most of your
Math and Science requirement,

AVOID THE CROWDS AT DROP-ADD...
Stop by the MAP Office, 26 Shatzel
or call 372-0202

faculty on an academic basis
is a motivating factor
"'Interest
in
subject
matter tends to be contagious "
Dr
Goodwin said the
college fosters a "people-topeople relationship for academic purposes"
rather
than a teacher-to-student
relationship
THE CLUSTER College
"gets rid of the teacherpupil syndrome" because
everyone meets on a personal basis Dr Carpenter
said
Crofessors in the program
must revise their usual
teaching strategy because
the Cluster College is not
usual teaching
It presents a "teaching
situation in a broad sense
most of the week." while
students continue to work together in the evenings, he
said
Its a worthwhile
experience There's much
reading and a lot of work
and the students keep
helping by saying it's
great." he said
Burton Heerman. assistant professor of music, said
the program is lascinating
because some students are
"producing whole albums,
plays, musicals and originals
Students are "doing.'' he
said "It'l not passive
However, Beerman said
students in the cluster may
have problems if they were
accustomed to a structured
secondary school
The
cluster program does not
spoon-feed its students, he
said
That may be the reason
the program is disappointing
to some freshmen who
expect to do just what they

are told and nothing more,
he said
PHYLLIS REESE, desk
clerk at Prout Call, which
houses the cluster, said the
biggest task each quarter is
to move residents around to
accommodate students in
the cluster program
About 90 students were
moved this quarter, she
said
Reese, who has observed
many of the cluster's activities said the participants
have "come up with some
amazing skits."
"There's no such thing as
normal in a cluster college
There are no cet hours." she
said
Some
students are
finding it much deeper than
what they thought it would
be It touches many more
phases than they thought
when they entered the
college "
Diane Devestern. a MAC
counselor, said 90 of the 105
students in this quarter's
cluster program are in
MAC Cowever. not all MAC
students are in the cluster.
MAC is like an umbrella
over the Little College, the
Humanities Cluster and the
Science Cluster." she said

Painting
in Prout

Code to guard freedoms
e from page one
The Ohio Faculty Senate,
in a written statement, said
adopting a code of ethics "is
designed to protect the
faculty member's freedom
to teach and to conduct
research It also protects
the student's freedom to
learn
"The faculty member is
responsible for providing the

student with the same kind
of freedom which he claims
for himself, namely, (he
freedom
to considei
conflicting views and to
make his own evaluation ol
data,
evidence and
doctrines
"Furthermore, the faculty
member has a responslbillt)
to maintain an atmosphere
conducive to intellectual and

Wed.&Thurs.

Giant Quart Coke
Night at Domino's
c

c

reg. 35 - Tonight 25

CUSTOM SHIRTS

THE DEN

STARRING:

SPECIAL
SPRING BREAK
PRICES

f MUy
A,C0),0J*

NOW
UNTIL MARCH 17th,

%
crttfWBt

BUY ANY T-SHIRT OR
JERSEY AT THE DEN AND GET
**$& oy

kffoftr*

SAT. MAR. 10,1973

115EDUC.BLG.
24 Afternoon Show

FREE & 3 SHOWSil .
P.S. Public, Faculty & Staff Welcome!!! \

6-10:30 Evening Show
10:30-2:30 A.M. Late Show
10:

*

THKSKNATKCoiiimif.ee

North
Grove Apts.
1005 North
Grove Street

9 Month Lease
Unfurnished
Furnished

SI 60.00
$180 00

12 3 4 man)

Watch BG News for further Information
INSTANT

O
W

rational discussion." it
stated
Bill. ARNOLD, newly
elected
Student
Bod)
Organization
president
addressed
the
senate
co ncc rning
faculty
members who lei
the
majority of class wort slide
to the last two weeks oi the
quarter
\iiinlil said il instructors
would space the workload
more evenly or follow more
closely course outlines the
pile-Up .it tile end ol the
quarter i ould be avoided
ii would allow students
mine flexibility m studying
fin finals and spacing Iheli
tune' lie said
Ce said this did not apply
to all faculty members at
the University but to manj

Giant Qt.

Congratulations to Dennis Rubin of Darrow Hall for winning all campus Pizza Eating Championship and wish him
Good Luck when he challenges the "World Champion"
Mushrmouth Mariano Buchetti in Cleveland.

ALL DAY CARTOON

Jan Carver, freshman (AAS), carefully helpi prepare a wall
moral in the moin lobby of Proof Hall a» part ef the Clutter
College experience.

Res. Mgr. B-7
353-5891
Management by

Pendleton
Realty Co.
353-3641

on Amendments and Bylaws proposed an amend
menl passed by the senate.
allowing student representatives
to
share
responsibility in appointing
and oi
evaluating
the
provost
The amendment permits
students to be chosen in one
ol two ways, by making use
ol cither elected student
body officers or students
elected by University
faculty
The Senate rejected an
amendment permitting a
Student 10 lake part in
selecting, evaluating and
retaining
department j

chairmen
At the beginning of the
meeting, l>r Karl Schurr,
chairman ol the Senate.
attacked the opinion column
in yesterdays B(i News
which questioned
the
procedures of the University
Hoard ol Trustees,
I'e said the column was a
propaganda statement
against the Board of
Trustees and was compiled
with hall truths, no-truths
and written with no prior j
research.
I'e said he planned to
submit a written reply to the
column

MEN!-WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS' No en»ncoct rvquwfaj.
Esctflml wy WrxMWrtOf travel Ptrted
iiimrmr n» v career Send $2 00 for a>
fof-rujtiOn SfAFAX. Depl G 7 PO Boa
2049. Pot AngehH. W«funtton 98362.

WORLDS LARGEST
OCCULT CATALOG
5000 UNUSUAL CURIO*
RARE GIFTS, OCCULT. Mos
complete line ot supplies and
books tor alt Occult Arts and
Sciences PLUS intriguing
rare nifta
3 fascinating 1973 catalogs M<
WORLDWIDE CUfilO HOUSE
ITJ9S.BG
MIHIKJPOU Mn H4IJ

FREE FREE
FREE FREE

FREE YOUR GREEK LETTERS,

Concert with
Featherstitch

GREEK CREST, ANY NOVELTY TRANSFER
OR 6 LETTERS ABSOLUTELY FREE

FRI MARCH 9

NOW 2 INSTANT LETTER MACHINES, NO
WAITING AT THE DEN

8-12

GRAND BALLROOM

■A
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A baby every 8 seconds

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Cop

ZPG-informing people
By Fraorct Drag
II you like children, have
I wo
■ If you really like children
have 10
II you really reallv like
children, have 20
II you love children slop
al I wo
Thai I the advice from the
local
chapter
ol
Zero
Population (irowth tZI'O >
ZPG IS A national organ)
lalloil which stresses that no
environmental
prohlemssuch as air water and land
pollution waste disposal or
conserv .it ion ran
be
pemanenlly solved as lonK
as the population continues
to grow
ZPG s local unit headed
by Claudia Kischer
was
lormed in 1970 alter the
organization's
national
founder,
author
Paul
Krhlich spoke on campus as

part
of
a
month
long
environmental teach in
The chapter
now
has
between 25 and 40 members
The group is concerned
with informing people about
|>opulation problems in the
area
Kischer said
We
want people to realize what
thev do as individuals makes
a dillerence
A
slide
presentation
prepared bv the local group
claims three babies arc born
m Wood County each day
According to county popu
lation statistics compiled by
Ihe Wood County Health
Department, births in the
area more than doubled
deaths during 1071 A total ol
K45 births were recorded
compared with 401 deaths
Nationally a bab) is born
every eight seconds
ZPG SUGGESTS controlling this rapid population
growth bv advising couples

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February
Combine .lccn'dited study with
educational stops in Africa. Australasia and the Orient Over 7500
studenls from 450 campuses have
already experienced this international program A wide range of
financial aid is available Write
now lor tree catalog

to have just two children-or
just enough to replace the
parents
The group recommends
that
couples
who
love
children and want large
lamilies
should
adopt

children
I'owever. the organization
does not propose abortion as
a solution to overpopulation
ZPG members believe anv
decision to perform
an
abortion should be up to the
individual woman and her
physician

ZI'll

Jim Wheeler
Rich Vignos
Ron Lake
Mark Ely
Mark Erickson

Bill Maher
John Wellinger
Glenn Tartaglia
Paul Addessi
Paul Mandaville

Ihe onlv

Members moot once a
month
to
discuss
birth
control, abortion,
sterilization
and
population
problems in general.

Union to cut hours
during finals week
The University Union will operate on a limited schedule
during final examination week
The Carnation Room will close Tuesday. March 13, the
lirst day of examinations
The Cardinal Room will close Thursday March IS, and Ihe
cafeteria for I'rout Pall will close ai 2 p m Thursdaj
The Falcon's Nest. Ihe Pheasant Room the Buckeye
Room and Ihe Union information desk will be open until
Saturday afternoon. March 17
Food coupons will be accepted in the Falcon s \csl
beginning Thursday alternoon
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LUTHER
APARTMENTS

, Chapman College. Boi CC40. Orange, Cal. 92666

The Little Sis of Phi Delta Theta
would like to congratulate the new
Neophytes:

believes

answer
to
controlling
population
is
responsible
family planning and use of
contraceptives.
The local ZPG unit works
with
the county
health
department s
Family
Planning Clinic and assists
in
recycling
drives
sponsored
by
I'elp
Us
Recycle Trash I HURT)

-• Gee, 1 Ft.rn.rf. 0,.p

2

825 Third Street -1 bedroom (2 man)

$80.00 each

841 Eighth Street 2 bedroom (3 man)

$65.00 each

733-755-777 Manville
2 bedroom (3 man)
(4 man)

$65.00 each
$55.00 each

9 Month Lease Only
All Apartments Furnished

-»i®je- CLaSSIFIED

'if

— Management by —

Pendleton Realty Co.

1 \Mli

M

\i KMUH

W«Hln»^d.i\ M.11 7 itTi

353-3641

' iiiiotunri.iM'i Mfrluip t. 15pm I'roulChapel
tt<mliii|:f.ni'ii Skit Inh t> SOplll Hit l-.liii.ilmn lllili;

NOW SHOWING FOR LIMITED TIMt
SHOWS EVE 7 lb. 9 2b • SAT SUN 2 30.4 4b. 7 10 49 2b

StulrnU Inlenuilwnal MnJilalMn v» icn 7piii 140 Math
Sriem'a? \.u .HI. iti u.inif im ih,.-.- uti. pi.i. in. | \i

Mt. Vernon
Buckeye House
Birchwood Place

NOMINATED FOR
3 AWARDS

BEST
PICTURE
BEST
DIRECTION

MinkM.it Mifimt: 7pm Illl'aVW I'jll
LHiSI liitlti |*r« i»«- 7 Vptii M ("avo I'all I ... 1 »pvn
lopublM
Student Kdwatton \'-.>t ; sopni Rivei Hootn lm..n
I'rin.ipic' 1 hi vi learheni will upeai ,.n mtnvwwuu,
and iraihini:

Now Leasing

Deliverance

Based on 4 man occupancy
12 mo. - '60.00
9 mo. - '65.00
For Information
Call

l OST
t pi deaperalel\
needed Rlasaes Between
Pounder* A Mi Kd ^ Call
Y.m-\ 2-31S5RKW \MI>

I need .i ride in Rulfalo ..i
area anytime altei 10am
Thura Mai i» Will I«.I\
Call K.uhK m HOD

Days -352-9374
Nights-352-7740

SHOWING IN CINEMA 2
EVE 7 0b. 9 30 • SAT SUN 2 lb. 4 3b. 7 00 & 9 2b

Rule needed iu Florida
\n\iunr durinf linala week
Phone 3M-8HI

IHimillllMlilllllllimillllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIOIimilllllllllllUIIMIIIIMIIIHIHIHIIII

'Charles Bronson
has the role of his career!'

—BOSTON GLOBE

The

Till KSIUY IS STl DKNT NITK

ZfiKZffiL

-100

ID Ml Kyi I

l need i ide t.> rorunto ipi
break l .iti Pal 373 I4K

NtWfROM
MB WTISTS

HUJ

Mule needed la I Iront
neatere New \.»rk tprot$
Call Mart w 3 MM

SHOWN EVENINGS at / 00 & 9 00 P M
Need ride Mai 9 lo Rook*
Rtvei Call M3M

Valachi
Papers

steal
^ ACROSS) ^$300,000
;-, from

M

wwwn
CMMU1 MOHtOM
UMO VtKTUU, ' .•TcwNCi YOUNG ._ -rm VUACMI ><mi
Mmm wawaii JUNHLAHO
MAITt* CMUft OfNAIO I O IOUOHUN
**y*P-**"**.'■ ■»*» *Ti_mtN OCLltK
■.UTIIIMAAS ■_.RIZOHTOLANI

RESTRICTS - NO ONE UNDER 17
UNLESS WITH PARENT

lUTSTREEI
ANTHONY QUINN
YAPHETK0TT0
ANTHONY
FRANCI0SA

*

MIDNITE SPECIAL!!
"GIVE ME SHELTER"

UNOER! 7

robbery.
ii *
us
suicide.

Hull- needed t.< \kt.m
Canton area *»ri Krida\ t'.iii
vlnhn .' MM will pai
I'Kl I'W \\TKl>

Need waiireseei and or
Jelivi'i\ men
\Pplv in
person
1004 S
Main
I'avii.ii i Ptna
Needed
manager lor
Mfnthvin and Mine- band
Call 353-7494

REQUIRES ACCOMPANY P

SPECIAL '
KDDK

and

"NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD"
SATURDAY NITE - MIDNITE

Need ride tu Canada March
Icall BS4CM

Wjniitl nurs,' 11-7 or 3-tl
shili I'h iiiH4ii

•> Nick D'Salvx)
HIS PROGRAM RESTRICTED

s \M \N \ iv romuuj to ihe
roledo Sports Vrena on
Saturday March 17 at spm
li.keis are St M in advance
al Kindei - Recordi

rtUS-MITOOII CUMVM.

.ATINEESONLY! SATURDAY and SUNDAY!

Radio sution V\ kWR KM
117 K Cowl Si Bowling
(ireen seeks applications
trout all quahlied trainees
lor sales or announcing
positions regardless ol sex
age race religion or ethnic
background Pnriage \ alle\
Braodcasters Incorporated
is an equal opporiunit\
emploxer

WANTED

S4M B \ equipmenl
tell K3-7I0I

musi

Ventura Ruitni
rlannei
with caaea B3S ea i'h »7
"»:u North Baltimore
i ipeed hike it.NKi cond Beat
■ »itri i all U 7i:.i
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tu mt
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rand IU-7307allei lr»V Kial HSU Spider 17 000
new lop & lires K.\
rond «7t TMOtvonings
TIH

I OS!
i".-' It .
i mv
Female bUek novx .' All
Reward

Completely Furnished

STUDENT PRICES FOR THURS. & SUN.
WILL NOT APPLY TO "DELIVERANCE-

!(• |ip\ MILES in roncen
I niver«M\ ol Toledo Kirid
I'ouse March 10
8pm
Ii. kei. t.t m advance $.t '<o
..i dooi Km inlo rail KQ
3331

UIST

2 Bedroom Apartments

A JOHN BOOP<M«N FILM
Starring JON VOIGHT • BURT REYNOLDS ■ PANAVISION* «*>[S
ECHNICOIOR* • From Warner Bros A Warnw Communications Compare
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Congressman H
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Studies tor luriher detail* :
Paaaport and 11> photos
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Pear Professor Joseph
I'aberer 1'ohinal Science
I'urdue Univeratlt speak on
Science and Benign
Neglect
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I'all Thursda\ March 8
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Koi sale

iy7: Vega t.T

13000 l:vi 1S7I

I9M Opt-1 Kadett tun-. \rr\
well J300 353-9911 ask lot
Jim
WTOKialttOSpidei IlllWor
otlei :t54 1AJS
KORRI M
NOW LEASING I'AVEN.
I'OUSE MANOR \1T KOR
SUMMER « SEPT 353-7444
Need : girl* lo "hare boUSC
spring Call Bev or Kaihv
»I 0333
I lemale roommate neetled
lot spring
March tree
L'aiversln Village Call 3527030
\pi \ houses 1 block lo
campus lor sum \ (all qtrs
siudenis 353-1381
1 K tor spr sum newl\
lurmshedapi .152-7hh8

Little Pal rongratsoa your
a. IlvaifcM I in proud Big
t'am

1 bdrm turn apt uiil meld
Uail Mar \b Jit 1452 alt
9pm

Lisa ihe \lpha \i rongrats
on going active l>eb and
Nan

;' bdrm turn api \\ail
mimed $155 mo plus elee
353-0717 or 353-7099

Congratulations Lee on
being elected \-pres ofSBO
were proud and we know
vou II do a GREAT JOB
I'our sisiers

Need 2 M rmis Mar 15
Deluxe api $70 mo I'h 354
911101 .152 8161 Sam-noon

Lisa vou tinall\ made il
Congrats on VOUI \lpha Xi
KclivalKin Your roomie
Congratulations Hob and
I>eb on \our TKKK pinning
Whatever happened to the
lav alter*

ORIGIN \L ENG IGE
MENT RINGS designed t»i
you bv PPH II' MORTON ai
The Working Pand (rait
tenter 515 Conneaut Iree
parking 353-9932

COMING TIMS WEEK'
Lasalle s College Night
see Thursdav s Bli News lor
compleiedeiails

Petti s Alpine Village now
serving limited menu in
cocktail lounge until mid
night overt night Petu s
\lpine Village 117 N Main

rired ot walking lo campus
or uptown' Nice Vahama
100 t.ood ronditon easv lo
handle insurance low 669
4263

KOR S \LE

Kum ell lor I adult near
campus
\ C
Immed
oci-up $95 mo Call 352-071T
or 352 ;6*>0
: bdrm mobile home Pets
allowed Call .152-ins: alter
7pm

I' KI I'
Need lemale
roommate to rent apt Im
spring quatiet with three
others tNiK $*.'» a month
(all 3534943
I M pnv bdrni lum
modern apt in Tontogam
\vaii immed Call M H:.I
150304
I Im rni now Ol spr qlr
fall l".: 7.t:tU>eloi.niH>n
I or : \i rmts SM . S Mam
f:Vt month Slop in e-ves No
phone
Sublease ipi
apt 353-7434

<iti

: hdrm

Single vacancies i3m :i loi
sptinK >iii
at Campui
Manoi behind Ituriier Chel i
Ph 353 8033 AS: 7315 L5S
y.ttr:
leaving now tor summer 4
tall qtrs 1 block to rampu«
Call 3534173 belore Spm
allcrb JS3-JI43
Leasing lor >um qti t nun
deluxe api Rates reduced to
W) mo I'h 3544)111 or 353
Mtii anytime
vm LEASING I'AVEN
I'Ol'SE MANOR
»PTS
KOR SUMMER i SEPT
353 7441

\\ailable tall A, summer
leases Clone to campus
Phone 353-1973 J5;i-98t>.l
Stad View pr rm S60 mo
spr qt 352-Hlitj
I K roommate needed lor
spring quarter i;-«J I ni\
Village apt Swimmngft an
conditioned Please call 353*
9330alier5 Wpm
Irgent' 1 t rm tor *prg
qtr 2nd st apt $5i 353-0113
:-2 bdrms II bdrm. l-l
bdrm u> be subleased
Iurnished352 !195
I -n wanted spring quarter
$50 month Call 352-05*47
Need 1 M roommate spr \
sum qtr ttimh Ter 3525302
Large 2 bdrm apt lor 4
siudenis Kail & summer
leases Ph 352-7365

\P\RTMENTS It ROOMS
summer Kail Ph 352-7395

Apt lor reni $150 month 2
bedrooms all utilities pd
Vvailable March 18 Call
352 1204 Located on E
booster across from
Rodgeri Quad

NOW LEASING HAVEN
POISE MANOR ARTS
SIMMER! SEPT 352 7444

Need 1 or 2 F rmies Mar 15
$60 mo Ph 354-9111 or 3528161 Sam-noon

Need I or 2 F lo sublease
apt lor spr qtr Reasonable
1 near campus Ph 352-7365

Subleasing 3 bdrm apt
Summer N Main Call 352
0961

707 B 3rd Si 2 man apt lor
2 $190 spring qtr ea Avail
Mar 19. 352 9233

2 F rmmis needed spr qtr
Call 352-9093
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'Streetcar' opens four-night run
it's kind of like doing
Hamlet'--it's a familiar
play and as such a little
risky.
Dr. Norman J.
Myers, assistant professor
of speech, said.
Dr Myers is directing
Tennessee Williams'
"A
Streetcar Named Desire."
which opens tonight in the
Main Auditorium. University Kail.
" - 'Streetcar' is one of the
more famous plays in
American theatre, and is

Williams' most famous
play." Myers said.
"Us an outstanding play,
one of the most remarkable
plays of our time," Myers
said. He explained that since
the show is so well known he
and the cast will perhaps be
open to more criticism than
is usual for University productions.
But neither director nor
cast seem to be worried.
"1 personally welcome the
challenge." Dr. Myers said.

Ke added that be thinks it is
a rare educational opportunity for students to tackle
this particular snow, both
from the acting and technical standpoints
FIRST PRODUCED in
December. 1947. A Streetcar Named Desire.' won
immediate acclaim and has
since become one of the
staples of the modern
theater The present season
marks the 25th anniversary

of the play's premiere
The central roles of
Blanche DuBois and Stanley
Kowalski have been played
by some of the most famous
names in the theater.
But this fact doesn't
bother
either Teresa
Beckers, junior IA&SI. who
is playing Blanche in the
campus
production,
or
Bruce Baker, senior lEd.i.
who is portraying Stanley
Neither of the two have ever
seen a professional produc-

tion of Streetcar "
TM NOT worried about
coming up to someone else's
standards
I'm worried
about coming up to my standards, doing my best."
Beckers said
Baker said he realizes he
is going to receive a lot of
criticism on how he portrays
Stanley, but thinks it will be
because of other people's
preconceived ideas of the
character

"I've altered my personality to do this role and at
this point I'm pretty satis
fied with it i the role)."
Baker said
it's a matter of sell
satisfaction rather than for
any group of people
'This is not to say I don't
care about the audience 1
do." Baker said
Tennessee Williams him
self has said that the play is
a study of the ravishment
of the tender, the sensitive.
the delicate by the savage
and brutal forces of modern

society."
Beckers said she thinks

"there's ■ little bit ol

Blanche in every woman "
She added that she is having
a problem disliking Blanche

"I've come to understand
her too much.' Beckers
said
Despite the fact that at the
end ol the play Blanche
seems to have been destroyed Beckers said she
doesn't think the character
is defeated
She leaves that place
still thinking she's better
than anyone else
Beckers
said
"STANLEY is the kind ol
man that broughl about
women's
lib
Those
oppressed woman lode) are
those who own Stanleys
Baker said
I'c said in developing a
characterization ot his part
he started with his lather

Every lime I read the
play 1 saw more of my
father and the people 1
worked with over the summer i construction workers!.' Baker said He said
he used bits and pieces from
their physical behavior to
construct his interpretation
of Stanley
I can identify very much
with Stanley That s not to
say I'm like him. but 1 can
identify with him
Baker
said
II s because I was raised
in a pscudo-Kowalski type
household. I can understand
hun i Stanley i. he said
The show plays through
Saturday night t'urtainisat
H p in

March events for
School of Music
School ol Music events for
March include a concert by
the Brass I lion, an opera
workshop, a recital by
pianist Francis Burnett and
a performance by the A
Cappclla t'hoir in Toledo
THE BRASS Choir, an
ensemble
whose
performances range from
Renaissance to
the
contemporary, will present
a concert at 8:15 tonight in
the Recital Mall. School of
Music Bldg
Comprised primarily ot
undergraduate
music
education and performance
majors, the Brass Choir is
directed by David Glusmirc.
professor of performance

Williams'
play

studies

tbyTUiw—D.I
Blanch* DuBoii. played by Teresa Beckett, junior
I A&S). graphically relives the death of her first
husband as her current beau Mitch, portrayed by

Mark Walsh, freshman (A&S). sympathises in a
scene from Tennessee Williams 'A Streetcar
Named Desire.'

The public may attend the concert at no charge

THE
(Ipera

BOWLING
Workshop

Focus--Moving Waves'
Review by
Fraak Johasoi
Three men-a keyboard
man a guitarist and a drummer-make up Emerson
Lake, nd Palmei
\ilii an extra musician
vocalist or two and you
have any one ol a dozen
European rock groups-including a group called
Focus
Moving Waves
I Sire
74011 a recent release by
the group is quite interesting
'Hocus I'ocus is a six
and one-hall minute song on
this album complete with
seven verses and choruses
The only thing that s
missing is the vocals
Each chorus is composed
ol guitars and drums, with
the verses vocalized' by
yodellng, flutes and other
assorted noises
THERE'S NOT too much
that can be considered
musical Its the gimmicks
that make the song a huge

success A fun tune, but I
find it tiring after a while
After i'ocus I'ocus." the
lone dance-type selection,
the album goes into a
mellow mood
The entire second side of
(he album is taken up by a
five-part
composition.
Eruption'—much quieter
and peaceful than Emerson.
Lake and Palmer's song of
the same title on their
"Tarktis" album
The dominant instrument
here is the pipe organ of
Thijs van Leer, which lends
an almost classical flavor to
the music Eruption" goes
from an organ recital to a
guitar solo and a guitar duet
that manages to sound like
the European Yes
TIME IS also set aside for
a drum solo at the end.
which has become almost an
obligation these days
The album has a few
minor drawbacks. There is
hardly any variety of sound
And these guys could learn a
lot from the Moodv Blues

However,
these short
comings are hidden by the
overwhelming airplay for
"Pocus I'ocus." the only
single cut from the album
The field is flooded with
koyboard-guitar-drums-plus

Green
will

present scenes from live
operas on Friday and
Saturday at 8 p m in the
Recital Kail, School ol
Musi, Bldg
Directed
by
Barbara
Lockard and assisted by
'Andreas I'oulinienos the
workshop will present Act
III ol
Puccini's "La

Boheme." which will be
pcrlormcd in its enlirelv in
June
Other standards ,>t the
opera world include Act III
i the Garden Scene I from
Gounod's "Faust:" Acl II
Scene 1 from "Aida" by
Verdi. Act II from
The
Barber ol Seville
by
Kossini. and a scene from
Menolti s Old Maid and the
Thicl
The opera Workshop is .1
continuation in the overall
plan to Incorporate a varied
opera diet for students who
are new to opera and the
dramatic opportunities it

offers
Students work on scenery,
learn
to
improvise
costumes, use make-up, and
learn all facets ol a

groups And all I've heard so
far—most from England and
other parts ol western
Europe- arc far from dia
appointing
focus manages to I.ill in
line with the rest

theatrical production
The two performances are
open to the public at no
charge
PIANIST Francis Burnett.
associate professor ol
performance studies, will

appeal as guest soloist with
the Chamber Orchestra at
8 15 p in Sunday in the

Recital

Kail,

School Of

Music Bldg
Burnett will perlorm the
Mozart Concert No. 9 In Eh
Major. K 271. which she
prepared
while working
under a University research
grant last summer
She will perlorm the satrte
composition later this
month with the National
Gallery Orchestra at the
National Gallery ol Art in
Washington. D.C
Burnett made her debut in
New York City at the Town
Kail She has appeared on
radio and television and has
presented
concerts
throughout the United Stales
and Europe
She also directs the School
of Music's annual master
classes for piano
The public may attend at
110 charge
THE TOLEDO Symphony
Orchestra will perform Ihje
Berlioz 'Requiem' with lltf
University A Cappella Chotr
al 2.30 pin Sunday It
Toledo's Rosary Cathedral
onCollingwood Blvd.
The tree public concert
will also leature School of
Music
faculty member
Kichard Mathey as tenqr
soloist
:

Julia to be danced
"Julia." a dance drama in two acts, will be
presented by the University Performing Dan
cers March 9 and 10. in Joe E Brown
Theatre
The production, under the direction ol Mar
git Peskett. assistant professor ol physical
education and recreation iPER). is sponsored by the PER department
Live music, featuring compositions by
Bach. Peleman. Rameau
Pandel and
Coupenn. will be provided by Peter Horns.
oboe soloist, and Dr William Pepper, harpsichord soloist
Choreography for the production was done
by the dancers themselves There are about
30 students involved in the production
including eight to ten members of the RfiSU
Men's Gymnastic Team.

The program is divided into three segments-the introduction, the statement of
Julia and Julia's withdrawal
It is the story of the withdrawal of a lonely
young woman caused by the circumstances
of her daily life, including her relationships
with close friends and lovers, and the marks
that modern traffic, restaurants and sales
leave on her
The dame drama is being performed in
18th century costumes on a set designed by
Peskett
The scenario for the original production
was written by Richart Hebein. assistant
professor of romance languages.
Tickets are priced at (1.25 for adults and 50
cents for students. Curtain is at 8 15 p.m

Finals 'pick-ups' scheduled
Final examinations week
should be a little more interesting this quarter,
thanks to Cultural Boost
The group is sponsoring
two pre-final" events designed to lift the spirits and
lighten the hearts of campus
scholars
"A CAST OF Thousands,
including Roadrunner. Bugs
Bunny. Speedy Gonzales.
Foghorn Leghorn. Sylvester
T. Cat and Daffy Duck, will
be on hand Saturday. March
9. for a cartoon festival
The cartoons will be
shown from noon to 4 p.m.:
6-10:30 p.m.; and 10:30 to
2:30 am in 115 Education
Bldg
The festival is free and
open to the public.
TICKETS will be on sale at
the door for the "study
break" concert being spon-

sored by Cultrual Boost on
March 12. the Monday of
final examination week
Harry Chap in
a contemporary narrative song
writer and folk-rock singer,
will appear at 7 that night in

Anderson Arena The concert should end by 9 p.m..
Chris McCracken. chairman
of Cultural Boost, said
Chapin's hit
Taxi'
brought him to prominence
He was nominated for a

Grammy award for the best
new artist
The concert is free to Cultural
Boost
members
Tickets may be picked up
before 5 p m. on the night of
the concert at 405 Student
Services Bldg. Non-mem-

bers may purchase tickets in
advance for $1 at the same
office or at the door
No free tickets will be
given at the door, although
all remaining tickets will be
sold for $1.

places to go...
The Union
Activities
Organization 1UAO1 is sponsoring a free concert on Friday. March 9. from 8 p.m to
midnight in the Grand Ballroom. Union.
:.'Featherstitch." a rock
band that performed on
campus during freshman
mixer last quarter, will provide the music.
The play. "A Day in the

Death of Joe Egg," by Peter
Nichols, will be performed
on March 11 and 12. at 8 p.m.
in 405 University Hall.
The comedy deals with the
problems a family encounters when they have a
spastic child.
"Joe Egg." directed by
Sharon Giese. graduate student, is free and open to the
public.

TOLEDO has two events
of possible interest to BGSU
students this week
The Richard Rodgers
musical "Two by Two."
opens tomorrow for a threenight run at Toledo's
Masonic Auditorium.
Starring Shelley Berman.
the play deals with Noah, his
ark and his animals. For

ticket information,
893-0721 in Toledo.

phone

The Polish song and dance
troupe
"Mazowze" will
appear at the Masonic Auditorium Wednesday as part of
the Sol Hurok International
Series
For tickets for the 8 p.m.
performance, phone 473-3314
in Toledo.

Julia

Marti Johnton. sophomore (Ed.), plays Julia in the University
Performing Dancers' production of the tame name. She and
Joe Cherba, sophomore (Ed.), perform a dance selection
entitled 'Tyrant.'
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Year of surprises
who found himself sitting on the pine this year came off the
bench many times to add thai old veteran knowledge and
hold Ihe youngsters together

By K.nnv While
Assislanl Sports Editoi
Hoop Scoops
Here are .i low views ol the Falcons now rompleled
season and their accomplishments during Die Unit; 26 game
grind which gave Ihem .i 13 13 overall record and 7 '< in the
Mid-American Conference
BIGGEST SURPRISE <iK tin- i ainpaign had <■< be none
olher lhan Cornelius ' ash rhe i. « Dayton native seemed
to I*' the onlj offensive threat that !»■ could generate ill
year
I'o ended the yeai with several honoi - and i ould possibly
pickup some n
impressive hardware during the ofl
season
During the team's performance .ii Ihe Maryland
Invitational Tournament < 'ash was named i" Ihe .ill tourna
menl first learn aftei his two-game ihowing agalnsl
S\ racuse anil < ieorgia Tech
Cash scored a tourney high 42 markers .md sel a
rebounding record in Ihe two da> classii with 38caroms Me
came in second place In the Most Valuable I'layei voting
aiier Maryland a T mi M< Millen had a great second night
game to overshadow < 'ash
As the yeai went on ("orneliusness seemed to progress
with every outing In two games he pulled down 23 rebounds
and against laiyola "i Chicago he lied teammate skip
Howard's season IHK>> 32 points in one game
Cash was the only Falcon I<I partici|
in .ill 26 "i Ihe
varsity games tins yeai and Ihe only in; playei to hold a
position in Ihe national rankings
I'e was eighth in
rebounding asol last week
BIGGEST DISAPPOINTMENT Hob totaling the B'5'
junior forward who had a great pre-season showing and
gave indications that he could load the Falcons In the front
court this vc.ii
Hotaling appeared in five games before he was sidelined
wuh mononucleosis late m Ihe campaign I'o linished with a
I 8 scoring average and he had one starting assignment
agamsi Cincinnati
MOST IMPROVED PLAYER -Milan S, .oil.in
who
worked so hard during the oil season to polish up ins
basketball skills I'e was BCS s best player during Iheii l 20
campaign lasl year
Scanlan til in ho.uitiiiiiiv with Ihe sophomore starters iius
year and gave them the guidance ihej sorely needed
BIGGEST sURSTlTiiTE-i.c Henson. the senior forward

MOST DISAPPOINTING INJURIES-No doubt sickness
and the injury bug hil Ihe Falcons at a high rate this season,
but the injuries to Dick Selgo and Jack Wissman were
enough to demoralize any tc.nn
Selgo the scrappy little guard from Pettisville. was just
linding the adjustment handles to college roundball when
chipped bones in his ankle forced him out of action following
the Georgia Tech contest I'e underwent surgery and was
out ul play Im Ihe rest ol the year
V. Issman who needs to play wilh a rabbit loot tied on his
tennis shoe suffered a separated shoulder in Ihe Cleveland
State contest alter breaking out ol a mid season scoring
slump
BIGGEST INTIMIDATOR-No doubt had to be 6 10' Skip
Butterbean Toward who rejected more shots this year
since Ihe golden days of Nate Thurmond Toward finished
Ihe yeai With 49 rejects and had a game high seven blocks
against Toledo
BIGGEST HEI.PERThal 8-fool bundle "I not knowing
what tu expect next Jell Montgomery
Monk ended his
lirst yeai ol varsity roundball with Hi assists
MOST PLEASANT SURPRISE -I- rcshman Kevin Brake,
who was called up to Ihe varsity alter injuries depleted its
guard supply late in ihe yeai
Brake did a commendable job against Kent Slate in his
first big n
appearance and he drew a starting assignment
agamsi Loyola ol Chicago after showing thai he could
handle one ol the guard spots
THE GREATEST HUMAN BEING•-( iocs In none other
than Tom II.link who did more lor Ihe Falcon i agers than
jusi tying his shoes everyday in practice
The guiiv Ii,ilnk who is not blessed wiih the greatest nl
basketball lalenl displayed the initiative and drive that got
Ihecagers rolling right fr
the opening whistle
I'e never complained Mui would always lender his
Services in any given situation I'e came oft the bench
against Kenl State al Andcison Arena this year and played

r^^r^»»aaw^ai^w B^ e^^e^e^^ weB^saVaW

Sophomore forward Cornelius 'June' Cash probably was the biggest surprise

June

probably Ihe fines! game in hiscareei
Tis liner years arc up and numbei 30 is hemg packed
away until the nexl cagei claims ii to display his lump
abilities llui ihe one pel sun I will miss next year will be
Kalis,

far the Falcons this year as his rapid development helped lead BG to a 13-13
slate this season. Cash finished the yeor as the team's leading scorer (18 ppg:
and rebounder {15.2 average) and is the Falcons' top candidate to capture all league honors this year.

a player who was trill) an inspirational leader

Rose ends holdout
TAMPA, I'l.i i ATi Cincinnati Reds leiiiieider Pete
Kose ended his six d.iv holdout
yesterday
afternoon.
agreeing to a contrail estimated at 1117.500, the Reds
said
The Cincinnati captain
reached
agreement
with
Reds Director ol Player
Personnel Sheldon "Chief"
Bender bv telephone
ROSE was scheduled

to

fly here from Cincinnati last
night and begin workouts
today
"I came down ,i little."
said the switch hitting Hose
who had asked $120,000 from

the Reds
"Hut

they

treated

me

good I'm happy, and I'm
sure they are
"For a while I Ihoughl I'd
have to call Henry Kissinger
to gel to camp
laughed
Rose a :I(I7 hitler lasl sea
son
Rose was the last unsigned
Red
A
300 lifetime hitter.
Rose had reported earlier
that he had become angry
during
negotiations
with
Reds General Manager Bob
Howcam and Bender

THE REDS had made an
original
offer
of
about
1115.000
The salary maintains Rose
in his position as the highest
paid player in Cincinnati history
I'e was the only Red to
earn JIOO.OOO in a season
before
this
year
when
Johnny flench signed for an
estimated f 110.000
Also yesterday. All-Star
second baseman Joe Morgan
and slugging first baseman
Tony Perei reported to
camp and went through
their first workouts
MORGAN predicted he d
have a belter season in I97:t
lhan he had in 1972. He
finished fourth in National
League
most
valuable
player voting, which Bench

topped
I believe 1 can improve
in every category." said
Morgan,
six
days
late
reporting because of final
examinations at California
State University in l'ayw.trd. Calif
On the spot after coming
to the Reds from 1'ouslon
during the winter ol 1971-72.
Morgan hil 292 and led the

MAC expands ?
COLUMBUS t API - The
Mid-American
Conference
I MAC i has called a news
ronference lor 11 a in EST
today, presumably to an
wunce it is expanding lor
the second time in three
years

N»wiphoio by Franc it Farrall
Playmaker Jeff Montgomery gets off one of his shots known as the
AAftnlt

gomeries'

in the 59-40 loss to Toledo last Saturday.

'Monk'

'Mont-

in his first year

running the BG offense led the team in assists, handing off 81 feeds during the
year

Often heads scholars
COLUMBUS I API
Mac
Otten Jr ol the University of
Toledo has added another
title, honorary captain of the
Mid-American
Conference
all-academic
basketball
team
Otten.
a senior
from
Centerville Ohio, already is
a member of Toledo's Student Senate and student
body president in the College

of Arts and Sciences
"Mac has good leadership
qualities.
Toledo Coach
Bob Nichols said
Some
things didn't come easy for
him but he stuck with it.
worked hard and it's paid
off
OTTEN. already accepted
by Ohio State's medical
school next fall, carries a

:i 58 grade point average and
is all-academic for the third
straight year He's the only
holdover from last season.
Others named to the allacademic
team
by
the
league's faculty representa
lives were Rick Gates and
Doug Sheil of Kent Slate.
Scott Love of Ohio University.
Jack
Wissman of
Bowling Green and Dave

MacDonald
of
Central
Michigan
LOVE, a sophomore from
Franklin. Mich . had a 3 0
grade average. Gales, a
sophomore from
Dayton.
Ohio, a 3 60. Shed, a Canton
Ohio, sophomore. 3.14. Win
man. a New Bremen. Ohio,
junior.
3 12,
and
MacDonald
a
Midland.
Mich . senior. 3 19

"Let's just say it's important, a conference spokesman said yesterdayHe would not divulge what
it is about, but speculation
centered around one or two
more new members for the
eight-member M.AC.
The conference expanded
to eight in the summer of
1971.
admitting
Eastern
Michigan and Central Michigan They joined Miami of
Ohio.
Ohio
University
Bowling Green. Kent State.
Toledo and Western Michigan.
MENTIONED as the most
likely candidates for admittance to the MAC have been
Northern Illinois and Ball
State, both members of the
now defunct Midwest Conference of Universities
Both are considered to
have enrollments and ath-

letic programs and facilities
similar to current
conference members
The Council of Presidents,
the governing body for the
MAC met here Feb 9 and
expansion was one of the
items on (he agenda
HOWEVER,
after
the
closed door meeting. MAC
Commissioner Fred Jacoby
and Dr Phillip R Shriver.
president of Miami and
council chairman, would say
only:
"The question ol expansion has been deferred,
pending further study Final
disposition probably will be
made
sometime
this
spring
Those close to the conference speculate the presidents postponed an expansion announcement so they
could visit the campuses of
the new members and go
over conference regulations
A spokesman for the conference office would neither
confirm
nor
deny
that
Shriver would join Jacoby
for what he termed "the
important announcement."

league in runs scored with
122 Te also hit IK home
runs drove in 73 runs and
was runnerup to Si Louis'
Lou Brock with 68 stolen
bases
"I SHOULD score more
runs We'll be playing more
games this year, said the.V
foot-7 infielder
And I know,
he said
"that I can hit more home
runs
"I also know I can hit MO
All 1 need is to improve eight

points
about

Thai figures out to
seven hits m 102

games
Morgan s main goal how
ever, is a return trip to the
World Series
"Last year
he said
1
j ust wanted t" gel into the
Series Now 1 want to win it
preferably ovei I lakland
1 would really
enjoy
that
Morgan -aid
but I
honestly
believe ii.ikland
cannol win ihe kmertcan
League pennant

Post gome thoughts

Illimrjt

Bleak ending
By Jack (> Breia
Assistant Sports Editor
The 1972-73 Bowling Green basketball season came 1" a
rather bleak end last weekend when Toledo left Inderson
Arena a 19-point winner. 59-40
"It's the first time we ve ever walked out "I any sporting
event at Bowling Green." said an Irate woman spectator
"We i the woman and her husband' don't usually leave even
with five seconds left We stay until ihe final buzzer
whether BG is losing or winning "
However, the Toledo-BG roundball contesl was a bit
different for the seven-year season 11. si; holdei - ihe> left
the confines of "Haley's House of Thrills alter the tirst
half with the Falcons trailing the Rockets 36-20
"IT JUST made my husband sick to see BG standing on
their heels and looking dead, she said "They were just
dead. They had no life in them
The game was just like the Marquette and Ohio University
contests in slow motion. The result was the same, a lopsided triumph for the opponent.
"We even sat through the games last year even with the
record they had." she added
It was a chore last year
sitting through some of those games But at least we felt the
players were trying last year.''
The Falcons finished the 1971-72 campaign with a 4-20
record
They were dead last in the Mid-American
Conference with a 1-9 slate.
BG finished this season tied with Toledo for second in the
MAC. The team bad a 7-5 showing and had an overall record

oflJ-U.
A VICTORY over the Rockets would have given the
Falcons sole possession of second place, but instead they
ended-up second by default as Kent defeated Ohio
University 75-71 earlier in the day.
"Even when the hockey team loses, at least they re
moving." said the Falcon sports fan who also holds a
season hockey ticket.
The 40-point output by BG was its lowest since the 1946-47
season when Loyola of Chicago beat the Falcons 49-40 in
overtime
It's just as well that the basketball season concluded last
weekend. The Falcons were playing some of their worst, if
not THE worst, ball of the campaign in their three defeats in
the last four outings Only a 19-point triumph over lowly
Loyola kept BG from exiting on a four-game losing streak.
As for the final setback at the hands of Toledo-it was a
great game for stop action shots of the Falcons.

